BROOKLYN COLLEGE – DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
SUMMER 2011 BOOKLIST

Chem 1040  Required  INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL, ORGANIC & BIOCHEMISTRY, 9th Edition
Bettelheim, Brown, Campbell, Farrell, Cengage 2010

Lab  PLEASE SEE INSTRUCTOR

(with MasteringChemistry Student Access Code)
Brown, LeMay, Bursten, Prentice Hall/Pearson Education 2009
ISBN 0135031486

Scientific Electronic Calculator

Lab  EXPERIMENTS IN GENERAL CHEMISTRY, 2nd Edition
M. N. Kobrak, Ed., Kendall/Hunt, Dubuque, IA 2010
ISBN 978-0757580420

EVALUATION OF THE GAS LAW CONSTANT
Lab Separate PROP-332, Thompson Custom Publishing
ISBN 0875403328

DETERMINING ATOMIC EMISSION BY SPECTROSCOPY
Lab Separate STRC-449, Thompson Custom Publishing
ISBN 0875404499

ISBN 0136003257

ISBN 0136002641

SCHAUM'S OUTLINE: BEGINNING CHEMISTRY, 3rd Edition
D. E. Goldberg, McGraw Hill 2005
ISBN 0-07-144780-6

(with MasteringChemistry Student Access Code)
Brown, LeMay, Bursten, Prentice Hall/Pearson Education 2009
ISBN 0135031486

Scientific Electronic Calculator
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Lab  EXPERIMENTS IN GENERAL CHEMISTRY, 2nd Edition
     M. N. Kobrak, Ed., Kendall/Hunt, Dubuque, IA 2010
     ISBN 978-0757580420

     ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS AND REDUCTION POTENTIALS
     Lab Separate ELEC-418, Thompson Custom Publishing
     ISBN 0875404189

              ISBN 0136003257

              ISBN 0136002641

              SCHAUM’S OUTLINE: BEGINNING CHEMISTRY, 3rd Edition
              D. E. Goldberg, McGraw Hill 2005
              ISBN 0-07-144780-6

Chem 2500  Required  ORGANIC CHEMISTRY: A Short Course, 12th Edition
                 Houghton, Boston, 2007
                 ISBN 0618590730

                 STUDY GUIDE AND SOLUTIONS MANUAL FOR ORGANIC CHEMISTRY: A Short Course, 12th Edition
                 Houghton, Boston 2007
                 ISBN 0618590773

Chem 3510  Required  ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, 5th Edition
                 Brown/Foote/ Iverson/Anslyn, 2009, Cengage Learning
                 ISBN 0495388572

                 STUDENT STUDY GUIDE AND SOLUTIONS MANUAL, 5th Edition
                 Iverson and Iverson, Cengage Learning
                 ISBN 049538870X

Lab  ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I LABORATORY MANUAL, custom published edition
     Pavia, Cengage Learning
     ISBN 1111774692
Recommended MG125 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY MODEL SET
Mega Molecules, LLC

CORE CURRICULUM

Chem 1322 Required CHEMISTRY IN CONTEXT, Brooklyn College 6th edition custom
ISBN 007-728-0962

Lab Experiments for Core Chemistry at Brooklyn College
Kendall/Hunt
ISBN 978-0-7575-5849-8